
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Firstly, a big thankyou to the BT and MBT club committees for the opportunity to judge. Your 
organisation and dedication is a credit to you. Liz you were fantastic. The show ground and 
facilities were first class. A big thankyou to the lads that stewarded the day and to everyone 
that were involved in the organisation. 
 
Regarding the dogs, overall you are blessed with very enthusiastic and educated breeders 
and it shows with the overall quality. With the standard BTs the make and shape bone and 
temperament is very good, shorter backs do need addressing. With Minis there was some 
real quality, and a lot of good animals went unrewarded. I feel there is a bright future and I 
commend all exhibitors for their passion and commitment. 
 
 
 
BABY DOG 
1st Gotcha Devils Helm of Awe - Quality white with exceptional bone, head is long with gentle 
profile and deep muzzle and correct bite. Well-shaped eye with ear, give him a keen 
expression. He is well made throughout and stands four square and moves freely, very 
impressive young dog. 
 
MINOR PUPPY  
1st Leteti Devils Image - White with excellent make and shape and carrying plenty of bone. 
Head has good length and gentle profile with well-shaped eye giving keen expression and 
correct bite. Would like a slightly better ear placement. He moves freely around the ring. A 
very impressive young dog and expertly handled. 
 
2nd Goulburnia Never Say Never - White with balance and good make and shape. head has 
good length with excellent eye and ear giving keen expression with correct bite. He moves 
with drive and was well handled. 
 
3rd Cyclop Like a Boss - Well balanced white with good make and shape and carrying 
enough bone. Head has good length with gentle profile, ears not up yet, smart puppy. 
 
PUPPY DOG   
1st Staunchbull Upton Funk at Honhazsta - Upstanding white that is well made throughout 
with enough bone, Strong neck into good length of head with gentle profile, excellent eye 
and ear giving keen expression and correct bite. He moves easily around the ring. A touch 
long but when he bodies up will make an impressive boy. 
 
JUNIOR DOG  
1st Westbul Cobbly Wobbly - Quality white with good make and shape and enough bone for 
size. Quality egg shaped head with fill and gentle profile, excellent eye with ear give keen 
expression, bite level. Moves freely and with drive. 
 
2nd Yandomir Hidden Assets - Masculine coloured with good bone. Strong front with elbows 
tucked in and well placed shoulder with short back. Head has good length and gentle profile 



with well-shaped eye and with ear give keen expression. Front movement very good but a 
touch close behind. 
 
INTERMEDIATE DOG   
1st Brasshead Butch Cassidy - High quality masculine red in excel condition, make and 
shape is good throughout although would like an inch off his back. His head has good length 
gentle profile with enough fill, excellent eye and keen expression, he moves freely and with 
drive. His other virtues are his bone and feet.  
 
2nd Stardom Devils Reward - Quality compact white carrying good bone, strong head has 
enough length with well-shaped eye and with ear give keen expression. He powers easily 
around the ring. Got bit by ants while showing and sadly it affected his posture. 
 
3rd Cyclop Sir Angus - Really classy boy, well-marked rich red in excellent condition, 
excellent make and shape and completely balanced, head has just about enough and his 
eye has good shape, ear placement could be better, moves with drive and very well handled. 
 
4th CH Sirram Siam - Compact and balanced white carrying good bone. Well-made 
throughout with head that has good length excellent eye and well placed ears. A touch more 
film under the eye would complete the picture, his rear movement is excellent. 
 
AUS BRED   
1st Bullpatchy Sandro Hit - Masculine white with excellent bone. He is well made throughout 
and stands four square. Powerful neck into head that has good length and gentle profile and 
enough fill. Excellent eye ear and expression, slight mouth fault. He moves with drive and 
covers the ground easily. 
 
OPEN DOG  
1st   Bulroarus the Boss - Thumping masculine white with outstanding virtues. He is well 
made throughout and has bone to spare. Powerful neck into head that has length and fill 
with excellent eye and menacing expression he moves around the ring with ease and rear 
movement is parallel. For me he would be a couple of lbs lighter, but he is a special dog. 
 
2nd Leteti Arkentone - Firstly no dog on the day had better construction than this dog, 
excellent make and shape and completely balanced. In the ring he cannot stand wrong and 
was handled to perfection. His head has good length and depth with a gentle profile and he 
moved easily around the ring. With a touch more bone under the eye this boy would be 
difficult to beat, Handler and dog as one. 
 
 
BABY PUPPY BITCH   
1st Leteti Spell Caster - Quality feminine brindle with very good make and shape, head has 
good length and gentle profile, Excellent eye and keen expression and moves really well for 
a youngster. Well handled. 
 
2nd Gohtcha Devils Stoic Angel - Another high quality baby with very good bone, excellent 
make and shape throughout. Head has good length and gentle profile with well shaped eye 
and ear giving keen expression. Moves easily and well handled. 
 
3rd Westbul Bambi Lass - Well marked red with good make and shape and really good bone. 
Head is strong with enough profile and well shaped eye. 
 
4th Huatare Enter Sandman - Substantial feminine white that is well made throughout, head 
is strong with sweeping profile and well shaped eye gives keen expression, moves well. 
 



 
MINOR PUPPY BITCH  
1st Honhazsta Set Fire to the Rain - Feminine white with good make and shape and carrying 
enough bone, head has good length and gentle profile and well-shaped eye giving keen 
expression. She moves really well for a youngster and her balance should improve as she 
matures. 
  
2nd Borough Bull Lady Liberty - Smart feminine white balanced and  well-made 
throughout,  she also has enough bone for size. Head has good length and gentle profile 
with keen expression. A touch more foreface and I believe she would be hard to beat. 
  
3rd Honhazsta Spot Fire - Feminine well balanced white with enough bone. Good reach of 
neck into head that has good length with gentle profile, very good eye and keen expression. 
Slight dip in top line on the move. 
 
  
  
JUNIOR BITCH   
1st Yandomir Kauzin Harmony - Quality upstanding substantial girl yet still feminine. Well-
made throughout with very good bone, head has good length and gentle profile with 
excellent eye and expression. Moves easily around the ring. A touch more length of neck 
would give complete balance. 
  
2nd Shadbraye Devils Stardust - Ultra feminine white with excellent balance and enough 
bone,  good reach of neck into head with enough length and gentle profile, Well shaped eye 
with ear give keen expression. She moves well but did seem a touch unhappy. 
  
3rd Yandomir Hot Gossip - White with good bone and balance. She is well made throughout 
and her head has gentle profile with excellent eye and ear. Her movement is very good. 
  
4th Honhazsta Bonnie O’Dea - White with good make and shape and enough bone she has 
excellent feet and moves well on them. Long  head with well-shaped eye and good ear 
placement. 
  
  
INTERMEDIATE BITCH 
1st Bulpatchy Moonlight Shadow - Quality substantial yet feminine bitch, well-made 
throughout with really good bone. Beautiful head that is long and deep with gentle profile 
and good fill. Excellent eye and keen expression when she uses her ears. Movement very 
good. 
  
2nd Bullarmine Lil Bandita - Feminine gleaming rich brindle carrying just enough bone. Head 
is long with gentle profile and enough fill, well-shaped eye with well-placed ears give sharpe 
expression.  
Slightly turns her left foot. 
  
3rd Honhazsta Bad Moon Rising at Rambullstead - Compact white with good bone and make 
and shape. Head has good length with gentle profile and decent fill. Very good eye and ear 
give keen expression, moves around the ring easily. 
  
4th Leteti Devils Secret - Really well made and balance girl that carries decent bone. Long 
strong neck into head which is long with gentle profile she has a really well shaped eye and 
also good ear placement. Bite correct. Moves easily although a touch close behind. A touch 
more head strength and she would be complete. Well handled. 
  



AUST BRED 
1st Chrysaliss Devils First Lady - Compact substantial balanced coloured with good bone. 
Long strong neck into head that is long and deep with gentle profile, ear and well-shaped 
eye give keen expression with correct bite, She moves easily around the ring but is a touch 
close behind. 
  
2nd Staunchbull California Girl - Well marked feminine brindle with good make and shape 
and just enough bone. Good reach of neck into head that has gentle profile but could be a 
touch longer, small well shaped eye give a keen expression. Covers the ground easily when 
moving. 
  
3rd Leteti Durins Day - What a beautifully made girl, everything where it should be , just 
enough bone and head has excellent eye gentle profile and correct bite. One inch on the 
length of neck and 5% more head power then this girl would take some beating. Presented 
in first class condition and a credit to the owner. 
 
  
OPEN BITCH 
1st Leteti See Fire - Absolute quality girl, excellent make and shape and near perfect 
balance. Head has gentle profile with excellent eye and keen expression, mouth level. 
Moves easily around the ring, touch more head and it would complete this high-quality girl. 
  
2nd CH Bullpatchy Darling River - Quality  compact feminine coloured and well-made 
throughout and carrying enough bone. good length of neck into head that has sweeping 
profile with well-shaped eye. Ears could be a touch better placed, covers the ring with ease. 
  
3rd Bullroarus Makybe Diva - Typy substantial white, her overall make and shape is good 
and she carries  good bone, long strong neck into head that has good length and gentle 
profile with well-shaped eye and keen expression. Powerful mover. 
  
4th Huatare Everlong - Quality substantial white, a touch long but her make and shape is 
good throughout with very good bone. Powerful head with excellent eye and expression, 
moves freely enough. 
 
 
 


